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Security investment games of interdependent organizations R. Ann Miura-Ko, Benjamin Yolken, Nicholas Bambos, and John Mitchell Stanford University [email protected]



Abstract In various computer security settings, such as when customers use the same passwords at several independent web sites, security decisions made by one organizations may have significant impact on the security of another. We develop a model for security decision-making in interdependent organizations described by a linear influence network. In this model, a matrix represents how one organization’s investments are augmented by some linear function of its neighbors investments. Each element of the matrix, representing the strength of influence of one organization on another, can be positive or negative and need not be symmetric with respect to two organizations. A simple matrix condition implies the existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibria, which can be reached by a natural iterative algorithm. We demonstrate that there are ways of improving the matrix such that two organizations decrease their investments while all others maintain the same level of investment. We apply this framework to the setting of web site security with shared passwords.



I. . Introduction In many situations, the security of one organization may depend on not only the measures taken by that organization itself but also the security measures taken by others. For example, many web users enter the same password at multiple sites (7; 14) regardless of the sensitive nature of the information contained on that site. For this reason, it is feasible that an attacker could compromise a low-security site such as a high school reunion web site yielding valid user names and passwords for a higher security site such as a bank or e-commerce site. In this setting, it is not immediately obvious how the interdependent nature of security impacts the ultimate level of investment made by individual organizations. Furthermore, it is not clear what tactic a bank should use to best protect its assets: should it invest more in protecting its own sites from



compromise that might reveal its passwords, or donate security services to non-profit organizations that could share users credentials? In order to address such questions, we suggest a model for evaluating risks, benefits, incentives, and investments by independent organizations with interdependent operations. A common theme found in the security scenarios we investigated is that there are both positive and negative interactions between independent agents. Intuitively, an investment in security by one agent may benefit others because the investment reduces a risk shared by both players. A negative interaction usually results from the fact that given two potential victims, an attacker will likely choose the path of least resistance. In other words, an investment in security by one party will increase the likelihood that the other agents within the network are attacked instead. The model we use in this paper is a variation of a class of recently proposed “linear influence networks” (2; 3) and incorporates both positive (beneficial) as well as negative (detrimental) externalities. Specifically, the immediate consequences of an agent’s actions are augmented by a linear function of others’ actions. The coefficients of this linear function can be either positive or negative, corresponding to net positive and negative influences, respectively. While there are likely to be non-linear relationships in some situations, it seems reasonable to use a linear approximation within certain decision-making ranges. Each player’s cost, however, is a function of its action alone. The model also includes a utility function for each organization, representing the generally non-linear relationship between improved absolute security (measured, perhaps, in the probability of a break-in on a given day) and the total effective value of the security measures deployed to the firm. The use of a non-linear utility function is critical for modeling rational decision making, and distinguishes our model from simple probabilistic fault tolerance and failure models that aim only to provide probability estimates of break-ins or failures. Under these conditions, we consider the single stage, complete information game in which each player effectively announces its strategy and receives some utility



as a function of its neighbor-augmented decision. Game theoretic models of interaction “networks” have attempted to explicitly model how agents, connected by a set of links, make decisions based on the positive or negative interactions found between players across these links (see section II). Typically, these externalities can lead to “suboptimal” investments on the part of the players. The optimality of a set of investments can be measured in a number of ways but generally, we find that it can be assessed using two concepts: (1) amount of free-riding, which reflects the degree to which one player can invest less than they would in isolation, due to the net benefit accrued from other players, and (2) deviation from social optimum, which is the way players would invest if they were directed by a central planner that sought to maximize the total welfare of all of the players. In this paper, we further explore security investment decision making in linear influence networks introduced in (13). In this prior paper, we provided an analysis of equilibria found in several security settings which enabled us to make qualitative observations about the nature of incentives within the models including the concept of free-riding. Here, we have determined an algorithm which allows us to iteratively improve the equilibrium in a manner such that two nodes decrease their investments while all other nodes continue to invest the same amount. Although much work is required to develop a more comprehensive study of security investment decisions in interdependent organizations, this is hopefully a first step in providing qualitative insights into how two organizations can proactively and positively impact the community while lowering their investments. We, then, apply this to a web authentication scenario.



II. . Related Work The literature which provides the context for this area of research can be divided into the economics of information security and network game theory. The concept that security policy can be optimized through modeling is a growing area of research. Anderson (1) provides an overview of the body of work that has been created around this discipline. They argue that fundamentally, divergent interests create as much a problem as technical design with regards to information security. One of the foundational concepts that has been richly discussed is that the lack of information security is often considered to be a negative externality much like air pollution (6). As such, investment in information security causes positive externalities. While this is largely true, we argue in this paper that the externality caused by investment in security can be both positive and negative. The extent to which these externalities impact the level



of investment by each party depends on not only the network, it depends on the nature of the relationships between the parties. Varian (15) examines free riding and welfare for several symmetric, two player models, including a “total effort” structure that is similar to our linear influence formulation. Our work extends some of these ideas by allowing for arbitrary numbers of players with potentially asymmetric relationships. We also introduce a metric for quantifying the extent of free riding, something not addressed in Varian’s work. Another influential model along these lines is by Heal and Kunreuther (12) which notes the interdependent structure of information security and studies the impact of this structure within a game theoretic framework. They characterize the equilibrium of a model in which agents choose to either invest or not invest where an investment in a particular shared resource (the canonical example was airline baggage security) leads to increased security. Our work, in contrast, considers any level of investment in [0, ∞) and allows for situations in which investments in security cause negative externalities. Within the context of information security modeling, our major contribution here is a model that allows asymmetric relationships that can be characterized as either beneficial or detrimental with an arbitrary number of players. Various network game theoretic models have been studied in the existing literature. Most of these have assumed symmetry in either the underlying network or player utility functions. In particular, we call the reader’s attention to Galeotti et al. (10), a working paper that posits a general model for network games in which the payoff of each player is dependent only on its number of neighbors while these players have incomplete information about the network structure. Our model allows for players to have asymmetric payoffs and neighbor relationships but under an assumption of complete information. In the working paper, Yolken et al. (3), we provide the theoretical results associated with this linear influence model and delve more deeply into technical details while Miura-Ko et al. (13) applies this model to a security setting and establishes several examples in which we analyze the properties of the equilibria. Ballester et al. (2) similarly considers interdependent games and explore existence and uniqueness conditions relating these to the Katz centrality measure for the underlying network of player-to-player interactions. The fundamentals of our model, although developed independently, are the same in that they too, recognize the connection between the optimality conditions with respect to the Nash Equilibria and a linear complementarity problem. But where they focus on the the implications of their theory for the various cases of strategic substitutes and complements, this paper applies this model specifically to the case of information security



and discusses the implications of the assumptions made within this context with some qualitative insight into the information security context. We also discuss here how the equilibrium, once established, can be improved by tweaking the matrix that describes the strength of the relationships between the nodes. We were originally motivated to study this linear influence model based on some of the interdependent relationships we saw in the security setting. Therefore, we consider the application in this setting not only natural but also quite important.
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III. The Model A. Network Model Consider a network of autonomous players with interdependencies as discussed in the introduction. We represent this network using a weighted directed graph, G = {N , E} of nodes N and edges E. Each node represents an autonomous player (e.g. an enterprise making security investment decisions or websites) while the directed link between two players represents some sort of dependence between those players (e.g. the security of the originating node influences the security of the destination node). The set of nodes has N elements, one for each player, indexed as ni for i = 1 . . . N . The set of links, contains an element eij if a decision by node i influences node j. For each edge there is an associated weight, ψij ∈ R, representing the “strength” of the link or the degree of influence of one player on another. It follows that we can encode the combined connection and weight information into a single matrix, W ∈ RN ×N , as follows:  if i = j  1 ψij if eij ∈ E Wij = (1)  0 otherwise



An example network and the associated W matrix is shown in Fig. 1 above.



B. Incentive Model Suppose that each player, i, autonomously chooses a level of investment xi ∈ [0, ∞). In vector form, we write the investment levels of all players as x ∈ RN . Because of interdependencies between the systems, actions by one node can produce either positive or negative influences / externalities on its neighbors, as discussed previously. In particular, assume that if eij ∈ E, then node j’s choice is increased (or decreased) by the product ψij xi . For ease of notation, we take W = W T in the remainder of this paper, with the components of this matrix denoted wij . Note that (Wx)i represents the total effective investment in security
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Fig. 1. Example linear influence network and corresponding connection/weight matrix, W.



by all players in the network into node i. Suppose that each player/agent has an associate utility function that quantifies its relative preferences for certain x outcomes over others. One can think of this utility function as a function that translates the effective investment in security into the total “benefit” experienced by that player. We assume that these functions take the following, quasilinear form: Ui (x) = Vi ((Wx)i ) − ci xi



(2)



for some function Vi (·) and ci > 0 for each user. ci xi is the linear cost due to the level of effort or investment made by agent i. Vi (·) is a function that represents the benefit agent i receives from the effective investment made by itself and all of its neighbors into security. Since a single dollar of investment does not necessarily translate into an additional dollar in benefit, there is a relationship between the investment and the benefit we represent as a function. For mathematical tractability, we make the following assumptions: Assumption 3.1: Each Vi (·) function is 1) continuous 2) strictly increasing, and 3) strictly concave on [0, ∞). Moreover 4) Vi (0) = 0 5) Vi′ (0) > ci and 6) limx−>∞ Vi′ (x) < ci



Given this model, we now consider the single stage, complete information game in which all players simultaneously announce investment levels and receive utility from the resulting x. As is commonly done in the literature, we restrict our attention to outcomes which are Nash Equilibria (NE) in pure strategies, i.e. “stable” points at which no user has an incentive to unilaterally deviate. More formally, these are x = (xi , x−i ) values for which



(8)(4). Because, as mentioned previously, these optimality conditions are both necessary and sufficient, it follows that finding a NE for our game is equivalent to solving the associated LCP for x∗ . By leveraging results from the latter, we can easily derive strong existence, uniqueness, and convergence results for the given game, as discussed in the next section.



B. Existence and Uniqueness Ui (xi , x−i ) ≥



Ui (x′i , x−i )



∀i, xi ∈ [0, ∞)



(3)



Alternatively, one can also define a Nash Equilibrium in terms of a “best-response” function. To this end, let: gi (x) = arg max Ui (xi , x−i )



(4)



xi ≥0



with g(x) = (g1 (x), g2 (x), . . . , gN (x)). It then follows from the definitions above that a feasible investment vector, x, is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if x = g(x)



(5)



i.e., x is a fixed point of g. We denote the Nash Equilibrium investment vector as x∗ .



IV. Equilibrium Properties A. Optimality Conditions We now examine the properties of equilibria in the given game, beginning with the associated optimality conditions. To this end, let bi represent the (single) positive value at which Vi′ (·) = ci . By the assumptions made previously, bi exists and is strictly positive for each user. bi represents the optimal level of investment made by player i should no network effects / externalities exist. It then follows from the first order optimality conditions that any equilibrium, x, must satisfy (Wx)i = bi (Wx)i ≥ bi



if xi > 0 if xi = 0



(6)



and, by the concavity assumptions made previously, that these conditions are also sufficient. Equivalently, we can express the optimality conditions in terms of finding vectors x and y such that y = Wx − b yT x = 0 x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0



(7)



Any solution (x∗ , y∗ ) encodes both the NE investment levels and the “slacks” on those users who invest nothing. The conditions thus take the form of the classic, extensively studied linear complementarity problem (LCP)



We begin with the following definition: n×n Definition 4.1: A matrix A ∈ RP is strictly diagonally dominant in the row sense if j6=i |wij | < |wii | = 1 ∀i. Suppose W is strictly diagonally dominant. This has the interpretation, in the specific case of our model, that the investment by all systems other than i of some fixed amount produces less value for i, in absolute value, than individual investment of the same fixed amount. However, an entity’s investment in itself may end up being more valuable to another entity than to itself. The value of an investment is reflected in the utility function which can be different between entities. In other words, even if a fixed amount of investment by one entity that doesn’t value security very much may lead to a small amount of utility for that company, that investment and subsequent improvement in security may lead to a relatively larger increase in utility for a neighbor that values security. Based on this diagonally dominant feature, we now have the following uniqueness theorem: Theorem 4.2: If W is strictly diagonally dominant, then the given game has a unique Nash Equilibrium. For the proof, see (3; 13).



C. Convergence If the system is at x, and this point is a NE, then it follows by definition that no user will want to change its investment level unilaterally. If this point is not a NE, however, then one or more users will be “unhappy”. In this case, it seems intuitive that some subset of the latter will update their investment levels to make them optimal given the currently observed x. Ideally, this process continues until a NE is reached, giving an easy to implement, distributed algorithm for converging to such a point (see (9)). We can formalize such dynamics as follows. Let time be slotted and indexed as t = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Suppose that “bestresponse” updates are taken asynchronously and each agent responds using its own timescale. Using the notation found in (5), let T i represent the set of times at which user i updates its investment level xi (if necessary). Assume that these sets are infinite for each user implying that updates



are done infinitely often. Now consider the following algorithm: Algorithm 1 Asynchronous Best Response Dynamics (ABRD) 1: Given x(0) ≥ 0 2: Set t ← 0 3: repeat 4: for i = 1 . . . N do 5: if i ∈ T i then 6: xi (t + 1) = gi (x(t)) 7: else 8: xi (t + 1) = xi (t) 9: end if 10: end for 11: t←t+1 12: until converged The stopping criterion is ||x−g(x)||∞ < ǫ for some ǫ > 0. The best response function is of the following form: g(x) = max(0, (I − W)x + b)



(8)



Theorem 4.3: Suppose that W is strictly diagonally dominant. Then, ABRD converges to the (unique) game NE from any starting point, x(0) ≥ 0. For the proof, see (3; 13).



V. Pareto-improving investments A natural question that arises once we have established and analyzed the equilibrium is how we might improve upon this equilibrium. Suppose we have two nodes that are mutually interested in cooperating such that their investments decrease. Intuitively, it is possible that by strengthening ωij and ωji , we should be able to decrease the investments made by i and j. However, in such a case, it is unclear what impact this may have on other nodes within the network. Specifically, if nodes i and j invest less and a player k ∈ / i, j has either ωki or ωkj that is positive, then k receives lower positive externalities forcing it to invest more in order to compensate. Note that this effect can be mitigated, however, if these weights are also increased in the right proportion to the changes in x∗i and x∗j . We formalize this result as follows: Theorem 5.1: Suppose that x∗i > 0, x∗j > 0 for some i 6= j. Then, there exist continuous trajectories W(t) = (wkl (t)) and x∗ (t) = (xk (t)) with t ∈ [0, T ] such that: 1) x∗ (0) = x∗ , W(0) = W 2) x∗ (t) is the (unique) equilibrium under W(t) for all t 3) xi (t) and xj (t) are strictly decreasing in t
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v/oooooo Fig. 2. Illustration of Lemma 5.2. As long as the flows along the bolded links (edge set D) do not change, then the equilibrium in A will be invariant to changes inside B.



4) xk (t) is constant for all k ∈ / {i, j} and all t 5) W(t) is componentwise differentiable and increasing in t (weakly, in magnitude) Before giving the proof, we need the following technical lemma, also explained in the figure above: Lemma 5.2: Let A and B represent some partition of the nodes in G 1 . Let C and D represent, respectively, the set of edges completely within A and those connecting from B to A. Suppose also that we have two weight matrices satisfyˆ and W, ¯ with corresponding (unique) ing Theorem 4.2, W ∗ ∗ equilibria x ˆ and x ¯ . If both w ˆmn ˆkl x ˆ∗l w



= w ¯mn ¯kl = x¯∗l w



∀(m, n) ∈ C ∀(k, l) ∈ D



(9)



¯∗k for all k ∈ A. then x ˆ∗k = x Proof: Consider the LCPs for the corresponding equilibria. It follows that, in each case, we can partition the W columns for the A players into two sets, WC and WD representing, respectfully, the weights on those edges in C and D. Moreover the solution for each equilibrium must satisfy the “subLCP” corresponding to just those players in A: yA = WC xA + WD xB − bA T yA xA = 0 xA ≥ 0, yA ≥ 0



(10)



ˆC =W ¯C WC = W ˜=W ˆ Dx ¯ Dx b ˆB − b = W ¯B − b



(11)



Let



Now suppose by contradiction that the lemma does not hold. This implies that the LCP



˜ yA = WC xA + b T yA xA = 0 xA ≥ 0, yA ≥ 0



(12)



has two distinct solutions, a clear contradiction of Theorem 4.2. Thus, we must have x ˆ∗k = x ¯∗k for all k ∈ A, as claimed. We can now prove the main theorem. Proof: Using notation similar to that of the lemma, partition the players into two sets, A and B, with the latter containing just i and j and the former containing all other nodes/players. Correspondingly, let C and D be edge sets as defined before with an additional set, E, representing those links from A back to B. Let ˜ = bB − WE (0)x∗A (0) b



(13)



wij (t) = wji (t) =



(14)



and wij (0) + t wji (0) + αt



for some positive constant α (defined later). For notational simplicity, we suppress the “(0)”s on the initial weights in the remainder of this proof. Now consider the system for calculating x∗i (t) and x∗j (t) under the assumption that all flows along E are fixed: 



1 wij + t wji + αt 1







xi (t) xj (t)







=







˜bi ˜bj







(15)



implying x∗i (t)



=



x∗j (t)



=



˜ bi −˜ bj (wij +t) 1−(wij +t)(wji +αt) ˜ bj −˜ bi (wji +αt) 1−(wij +t)(wji +αt)



(16)



and dx∗ i dt dx∗ j dt



= =



1 bj )+fn (t) bi −˜ bj )+αwij (˜ bi −wij ˜ (wji ˜ ((wji wij −1)+fd (t))2 2 bi )+fn (t) bj )+wji (˜ bj −wji ˜ −α(˜ bi −wij ˜ ((wji wij −1)+fd (t))2



(17)



where fn1 (t) = fn2 (t) = fd (t) =



αt(2˜bi − 2˜bj wij − ˜bj t) αt(2˜bj − 2˜bi wji − α˜bi t) t(wji + αwij + αt)



(18)



Note that the former functions are smooth and all equal x∗ j (0) to 0 at t = 0. Let α = x∗ (0) > 0. From the previous i analysis and the diagonal dominance of the underlying dx∗ dx∗ weights, it then follows that both dti (0) < 0, dtj (0) < 0, as desired. Now, define the times:



t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7



= = = = = = =



inf{t ≥ 0 : (˜bi − ˜bj (wij + t)) < 0} inf{t ≥ 0 : (˜bj − ˜bi (wji + αt)) < 0} inf{t ≥ 0 : ((wij + t)(wji + αt)) > 1} inf{t ≥ 0 : −(wji ˜bi − ˜bj ) + αwij (˜bi − wij ˜bj ) < −fn1 (t)} inf{t ≥ 0 : −α(˜bi − wij ˜bj ) + wji (˜bj − wji ˜bi ) < −fn2 (t)} inf{t ≥ 0 : (wji wij − 1) < −fd (t)} 1 (19)



and



min{ti , i = 1 . . . 7} (20) 2 Because of the assumed strict diagonal dominance of W and the strict positivity of x∗i (0) and x∗j (0), it follows that T is well defined and, necessarily, T > 0. Hence, x∗i , x∗j are well-defined, smooth, strictly positive, and strictly decreasing on the interval t ∈ [0, T ]. Now let wki x∗ i (0) wki (t) = x∗ i (t) (21) wkj x∗ j (0) wkj (t) = x∗ (t) T =



j



for all k ∈ / {i, j}, which are necessarily well-defined and smooth. Furthermore, take wkl (t) = wkl for all edges k ∈ / {i, j}, l 6= {i, j}. It thus follows that all flows from B to A are invariant at all times. By Lemma 5.2, we also have that x∗k (t) = x∗k (0) for all k ∈ A. Thus, the flow back into B is time invariant, validating our original assumption. We have therefore constructed the desired W(t) and x∗ (t) trajectories. As a corollary, we can note that, since these trajectories are smooth, there exists a corresponding direction of perturbation, d, which produces the same effects. Thus, it follows that we can strictly improve the welfare of i and j in a Pareto manner, i.e. while not hurting any other player. This involves infinitesimally increasing the “strength” of all links except, possibly, negative links eminating from i and j which may become more negative. If we repeat this procedure for multiple pairs in a sequential fashion, we can therefore make a pareto improvement to any, arbitararily large, set of players in the current basis. Players for whom x∗k = 0, moreover, will not be made any worse off by this procedure. This result matches the general intuition from above- strengthening links between users increases free riding but can also increase welfare. We apply this algorithm in the following section to the web authentication example.



VI. Web Authentication Example Consider a collection of web-enabled firms. In our model, each firm makes an investment in computer /
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Fig. 3. Network for web authentication example. Firms 1 and 2 are “high risk,” whereas all others are “low risk.” Dotted links have weight −0.1, thin, solid links have weight 0.1, and thick, solid links are assigned a weight of 0.2.



network security which makes them less susceptible to hostile attacks on their data or network. In this specific example, we have two types of firms: “high risk” firms are those firms for whom security is a must. Due to the nature of their business, they are commonly targeted by attackers. This category includes financial institutions and government agencies, among others. “Low risk” firms are ones for whom security is nice to have. These firms are generally more social in nature (e.g. Classmates.com, Flickr). They are not the ultimate target of an attack but can be used as the inception point for an indirect attack on a “high risk” firm. In general, we can have the number of types be as large as needed. A connection between two firms implies that they have customers in common who use the same username and password on both sites. If an attacker were able to steal the user database from one firm and try the username and passwords on a neighboring site, they may be able to access confidential data or even worse, drain the funds out of an account. The level of security at one firm, then, impacts the risk faced by a neighboring firm. The reuse of usernames and passwords has been been observed both anecdotally as well as in studies of user behavior. In one such study conducted at Princeton University on a sample of their student population, students indicated that they reuse passwords on multiple websites. In fact, students did not differentiate passwords based on security levels. Students only weakly agreed with the statement ”I have different passwords for different security levels



of websites. For example, I have a generic password for online newspapers but I have a special password for my online bank account.” (11) One of the interesting aspects of this model is that when two firms from the same type are connected to one another, each may be negatively impacted by its neighbor’s investment in security. Should a neighboring firm of the same type invest in security which only benefits itself, it makes that firm less attractive to attackers and the neighboring firms relatively more attractive to attack. For example, suppose there are two buckets of investment a firm can make - self-serving investments that make them less attractive as a target of attack at the expense of another firm (e.g. using multi-layer authentication) and investments that benefit other connected firms (e.g. using better encryption on the stored usernames and passwords that are shared with other firms). When a “high risk” firm is connected to a “low risk” firm, they both benefit from a neighbor’s investment in security although this relationship is not symmetric; the benefit the “high risk” firm experiences from a neighboring “low risk” firm’s investment is larger than the benefit the “low risk” firm experiences from the same investment made by a neighboring “high risk” firm. This asymmetry results from the fact that an attacker will generally not attack a “high risk” firm in order to get access to one of its “low risk” neighbors. Assume the utility function for firm i takes the form Ui (x) = βi log((Wx)i + 1) − ci xi where βi indicates the relative importance of security for that particular firm and is the same for any two firms of the same type. Naturally, the latter value is higher for a “high risk” firm than a “low risk” one. With this model in mind, we consider the example shown in Figure 3 above. Firms 1 and 2 are “high risk” while the rest are “low risk”. All edge weight values are denoted in the Figure caption. We set c1 = c2 = 2 and ci = 1 for all other nodes. We initially set β1 = β2 = 22, with βi = 2 for the remaining, “low risk” firms. The optimal level of investment for each firm in isolation was [10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]. The system equilibrium was computed using an ABRD algorithm. As shown in Table I above, the “high risk” firms are forced to invest more than their fair share in equilibrium (in this case by more than 10%) while firms 5, 6, 8, and 9 invest nothing. Firm 3 invests only a tiny amount because of the strong positive influences of firm 1’s investment. Firms 4 and 7, on the other hand, invest nearly what they would if they were isolated nodes. Translating this to the real world, it is fairly intuitive that the “high risk” companies such as banks end up spending a lot more on security when compared to content focused websites as this equilibrium indicates. As stated previously, it is possible to find a change in the W such that two nodes decrease their investments
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(b) Changes in Investment Levels based on Link Weights



Fig. 4. Web Authentication model: Linear changes in the W matrix result in nonlinear benefits for nodes 1 and 2 while all other nodes maintain their levels of investments



Firm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



xi 11.09 11.11 0.09 1.01 0 0 1.01 0 0



bi 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



all of its other neighbors. They can change the degree to which they are strengthening the links by selecting which usernames and passwords they choose to strengthen in protection. The greater the number of overlapping usernames and passwords they protect, the stronger the links between those nodes will be.



VII. Conclusion and future work TABLE I. Equilibrium for web authentication example. All values are rounded to the nearest hundredth.



while all other nodes maintain their level of investment. Within this context, a positively weighted link will increase in magnitude if the influencer is increasingly protecting information that can be used to attack both sites such as common user names and passwords. A negatively weighted link will become less negative if the influencer chooses to reallocate its budget from something that only protects themselves (e.g. multi-layer authentication) and therefore moves attackers to focus on its competitors to protecting something they may have in common with their competitor. For example, suppose nodes 1 and 2 (the banks) choose to implement changes to influence the strength of links between themselves and their neighbors in order to lower their overall investments. One step, they should take according to this theorem is that they should reallocate their budgets to more mutually beneficial policies. In fact, if they both increase protections of usernames and passwords, that same policy will strengthen the links out from node 1 to



The game theoretic models of interaction “networks” is a useful framework by which we can address the interdependent nature of security investment decisions. The tradeoff between the risk associated with information technology versus the cost of implementing security policies is a long standing problem. We offer in this paper one such model that can be applied in a number of different scenarios to help inform better policy decisions. We have developed a general quantitative model based on “linear influence networks” to model interdependent security investments. The agents in this model interact in a game of perfect information resulting in a unique Nash Equilibrium. We show that an asynchronous, iterative strategy by all agents will converge to the unique Nash Equilibrium from any starting point. We then show that this equilibrium can be improved for two select players such that all other players maintain their levels of investment by adjusting the weight matrix. In future work, we plan to explore the possibility of relaxing some of the fundamental assumptions such as the diagonal dominance of the linear influence matrix. By doing so, we open the possibility of more generalized



investment decisions so that agents can invest not only in themselves but in other entities as well. In doing so, we should be able to address a larger variety of questions including whether or not entities would be well served by subsidizing other entities in their security investments.
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